Introduction
============

The capacity to modify our behavior based on the feedback that we receive for our actions forms an integral part of our everyday life. It enables us to flexibly adapt to distinct environments characterized by different response-outcome contingencies. However, it is not only active learning that allows us to adjust our behavior but also the observation of other individuals being rewarded or punished for their actions. The evaluation of the affective consequences of the outcomes for the observed person and for oneself might involve empathy-related processes. The mirror neuron system, activated during self-performed but also observed actions, is thought to support both observational learning and our ability to resonate with other people's emotions (Gallese, [@B20]; Gallese et al., [@B21]). In our mini-review, we will consider empirical evidence for a link between action monitoring and empathy. Given space limitations, regarding the former, we will focus on the error-related negativity (ERN) and the feedback-related negativity (FRN) as electrophysiological correlates of action monitoring in the brain. The ERN and FRN components as well as current empathy concepts will be briefly introduced before we move on to studies linking these concepts.

Action monitoring: The error- and feedback-related negativities
---------------------------------------------------------------

In event-related potential (ERP) studies, characteristic patterns of activity at fronto-central scalp electrodes have been associated with the monitoring of performance. While the response-locked *ERN* represents a negative deflection peaking within 100 ms after error commission (Falkenstein et al., [@B15]; Gehring et al., [@B22]), the *FRN* reaches a maximum after 200--300 ms following stimulus onset and is more pronounced for unfavorable as opposed to favorable performance feedback (Gehring and Willoughby, [@B23]; Nieuwenhuis et al., [@B46]). The neuronal generator for both components is assumed to be in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Dehaene et al., [@B12]; Gehring and Willoughby, [@B23]), a region which has been related to various aspects of cognitive and emotional control \[see the reviews by Allman et al., [@B2]; Van Veen and Carter, [@B68]; Rushworth et al., [@B53]; for evidence from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies\]. The most common model explaining the functional significance of the ERN and FRN is the reinforcement learning theory (Holroyd and Coles, [@B30]). Within this framework, errors are conceptualized as "worse than expected outcomes" or negative "prediction errors," leading to an attenuation of phasic dopamine activity in the mesolimbic reward system. Unexpected reward (i.e., a positive prediction error), on the other hand, has been associated with increased phasic dopaminergic signaling. This signal is thought to guide action selection by the ACC, which will either be disinhibited or inhibited, affecting the probability with which an action that has or has not been reinforced in the past will be shown in the future. Alternative theories hold that the ERN reflects the motivational salience attributed to errors and the FRN the motivational and affective evaluation of outcomes (e.g., Gehring and Willoughby, [@B23]; Yeung et al., [@B77]), rendering it plausible that empathy might also play a role. This notion is further supported by a hypothesized link between dopaminergic prediction error signaling and context-dependent updating of our representations of other people's emotional states (Abu-Akel and Shamay-Tsoory, [@B1]).

Monitoring the emotional states of others: Empathy
--------------------------------------------------

Empathy broadly refers to the capacity to respond to the emotional experiences of someone else. It is thought of as a multidimensional construct involving at least a *cognitive component* enabling an individual to understand another person's emotional perspective and an *affective component* based on the ability to affectively share and respond to the emotional experiences of others (Shamay-Tsoory, [@B60]). Empathic responding is modulated by the context of the interpersonal interaction and characteristics of the observer or the observed person (Hein and Singer, [@B28]), mediated by executive mechanisms which also keep track of the emotions' source (self vs. other), delineating empathy from pure emotional contagion (Decety and Lamm, [@B10]). The ventromedial and dorsomedial prefrontal cortices have been associated with cognitive empathy. Affective empathy might partly rely on more simple mechanisms such as emotion recognition, and on shared representations of affective experiences. The inferior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobe, anterior insula, and ACC have been linked to affective empathy, with the latter two structures playing a pivotal role in the "empathy for pain" network (see review by Shamay-Tsoory, [@B60]), although some argue that the anterior insula is more important than the ACC (Gu et al., [@B26]). Electrophysiological evidence has repeatedly related state and trait empathic responding to enhanced mu/alpha suppression (e.g., Yang et al., [@B76]; Perry et al., [@B50]; Woodruff et al., [@B73]) and to a modulation of early fronto-central and late centro-parietal ERP amplitudes, partially affecting time windows, in which the ERN/FRN typically occur (Decety et al., [@B11]; Li and Han, [@B38]). Although most probably working in concert in most everyday situations, cognitive and affective empathy components can be impaired independently, e.g., in psychiatric disorders like autism (Dziobek et al., [@B13]), alcoholism (Maurage et al., [@B41]) and borderline personality disorder (Harari et al., [@B27]).

Indirect Evidence for a Relationship between Empathy and the ERN/FRN
====================================================================

Representation of aversive emotional states
-------------------------------------------

Given the prominent role of the ACC in cognitive and emotional control, it is not surprising that this structure has been related to empathy, particularly in response to aversive emotional states such as physical (Singer et al., [@B63]) and social pain (Eisenberger and Lieberman, [@B14]; Krach et al., [@B34]). Evidence from fMRI studies consistently suggests an overlap between the ACC activation during the first-hand experience of pain or other aversive emotions and during the mere observation of someone else experiencing these events with the strength of this overlapping ACC activity correlating positively with self-reported trait empathy (e.g., Singer et al., [@B63]; Krach et al., [@B34]). As mentioned previously, the FRN might also reflect the affective evaluation of negative performance feedback (Gehring and Willoughby, [@B23]; Yeung et al., [@B77]), potentially evoking aversive emotions. Transient negative affect and negative affect-related personality traits modulate the FRN and ERN. An enhanced FRN to negative but not to positive or neutral feedback has been related to increased state negative affect and anxiety (D:Gu:2010a\]; Santesso et al., [@B54]) and clinical depression (Mies et al., [@B42]). Even with depression and anxiety being controlled for, the FRN remained increased in patients with remitted depression (Santesso et al., [@B57]). However, there are also reports of FRN reductions in association with depressive symptoms (Foti and Hajcak, [@B16]). Similarly, the ERN amplitude seems to be enhanced in participants with obsessive--compulsive disorder (Xiao et al., [@B74]), generalized anxiety disorder (Weinberg et al., [@B72]), and remitted clinical depression (Georgiadi et al., [@B24]), but reduced during severe depressive episodes (Ruchsow et al., [@B52], [@B51]) with impaired differentiation between errors and correct responses (Olvet et al., [@B49]). The relationship between the ERN and negative affect seems to be further modulated by factors like psychomotor retardation (Schrijvers et al., [@B58]), perfectionism (Schrijvers et al., [@B59]), and neuroticism (Olvet and Hajcak, [@B48]). Healthy individuals learning better from negative than positive feedback also show increased ERN and FRN signaling (Frank et al., [@B17]). Overall, enhancement of these components in association with negative affect might point toward a hypervigilant ACC action monitoring system. Interestingly, individuals with clinical depression appear to show increased self-reported trait affective empathy (O'Connor et al., [@B47]; Thoma et al., [@B67]), indirectly highlighting an association between a hypervigilant action monitoring system, as indexed by the ERN/FRN, on the one hand and enhanced affective empathic responding on the other.

Altered action monitoring in populations exhibiting abnormal empathic responding
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The electrophysiological correlates of action monitoring are also altered in other populations typically exhibiting abnormal empathic responding. Diminished ERN amplitudes have been reported in individuals with autism spectrum disorder (Vlamings et al., [@B70]; Sokhadze et al., [@B65]; South et al., [@B66]), a population characterized by below average empathy (Baron-Cohen, [@B3]), possibly particularly regarding cognitive empathy and less so in terms of impaired affective empathy (Dziobek et al., [@B13]). Reduced ACC activity has been associated with attenuated ERN amplitudes, more severe social impairment and more pronounced psychopathology in adults and children with autism (Henderson et al., [@B29]; Santesso et al., [@B55]). On the other hand, the FRN was comparable in individuals with autism and controls, suggesting that the patients might primarily have difficulty with internal, more abstract regulation of performance and less so with feedback processing (Larson et al., [@B37]). Compared with autism, psychopathy has been associated with the reverse pattern of relatively intact or even superior cognitive and diminished affective empathy (Blair, [@B6]). While some authors have found reduced ERN, but intact FRN amplitudes (von Borries et al., [@B71]), others did not find any ERN changes (Brazil et al., [@B7]) in incarcerated, violent offenders with psychopathy. As these individuals are frequently involved in physical fights, potential previous head injury may confound interpretation of results. Munro et al. ([@B43],[@B44] controlled for this and reported reduced ERN and N2 amplitudes following errors in a flanker task with emotional faces but not with neutral letter stimuli, which illustrates an interaction of personality and context on error-related brain activation. Interestingly, compared with healthy controls, offenders with psychopathy performing a social flanker task showed similar ERN amplitudes during active performance, and diminished amplitudes when observing the performance of another individual (Brazil et al., [@B8]). This suggests a relatively specific impairment of other-related performance monitoring and possibly lower concern about other people's actions in this population.

Action monitoring and empathy in observational learning
-------------------------------------------------------

The findings by Brazil et al. ([@B8] support the relationship between action monitoring and empathy playing a pivotal role in observation situations. The "observational ERN" or oERN reflects similar underlying neural mechanisms as the ERN elicited by active learning, although the peak of the former component seems to occur later and with an attenuated amplitude (van Schie et al., [@B69]). Similarly, the observational FRN (oFRN) is somewhat reduced in magnitude relative to the active FRN (Bellebaum et al., [@B5]). fMRI studies have confirmed that overlapping networks encompassing the dorsal ACC, the orbitofrontal cortex, the posterior medial frontal cortex, and supplementary motor regions mirror responses to one's own and to other people's errors (Shane et al., [@B61]; Brazil et al., [@B8]). This resembles evidence of overlapping ACC activations for one's own emotional experiences and during the observation of similar emotions in others, as cited above. Witnessing another individual's actions, the observer may rely on cognitive and affective empathy to infer how the other person might feel about her outcomes and what these might entail for one's own performance and outcomes. To date, few studies investigated these associations in observational learning, either indirectly or directly.

Based on the reasoning that empathic responding and the associated neural representations of other people's emotional states might be more pronounced toward individuals we feel emotionally closest to (e.g., Singer et al., [@B63]), a modulation of the ERN/FRN by the relationship between performer and observer might partly reflect empathy-related processes. While larger perceived similarity between observer and performer has been associated with a decreased oERN when observing confederates perform a flanker task (Carp et al., [@B9]), a more pronounced oFRN has been reported for participants observing friends vs. strangers complete a Stroop task, with the effect being mediated by the degree to which participants included the observed person in their self-concept (Kang et al., [@B31]). The fact that the participants' real-life friends were involved might have increased the probability of empathic reactions modulating the oFRN, while in the former study, larger perceived similarity with strangers might not have sufficed to do so. Decreased oERN amplitudes might even mirror the tendency to underestimate error commission by similar others.

According to Marco-Pallares et al. ([@B40]), two different processes may affect the neural signal corresponding to the processing of observed response feedback: one might evaluate the consequences for oneself, while an empathy-related process might evaluate the outcome for the observed person. Depending on the social context, one or the other process might prevail and both may be modulated by different factors. In the betting task these authors used, a "neutral" observer group merely observed a performer's action; for a "parallel" group, losses or wins of the performer entailed similar outcomes for the observer, and in a "reverse" group, losses and wins of the performer signaled reverse outcomes for the observer. Participants showed a pronounced FRN to losses vs. gains, both as active players and as "neutral" or "parallel" observers. In the "reverse" group, however, an oFRN was elicited only in response to *wins* of the performer corresponding to losses for the observer. Similarly, active participation in a task may elicit competitive feelings, highlighting the need to evaluate outcome-related consequences for oneself and attenuating empathic responding toward the observed competitor. Accordingly, Ma et al. ([@B39]) reported that an increased oFRN to a friend's relative to a stranger's performance could only be observed if the observer was not actively involved in the game.

Studies Assessing both Empathy and the ERN/FRN
==============================================

In contrast to the studies reported in the previous paragraphs, some authors used self-report measures of state or trait empathy allowing for a more direct investigation of the relationship between empathy and the ERN/FRN, although overall the result pattern does not appear consistent as yet.

Complementing the Ma et al. ([@B39]) findings, Koban et al. ([@B32]) showed that when participants' attentional resources were taken up by focusing on their own actions, the ERN during active learning was unaffected by a cooperative vs. competitive social context. In an observation condition, participants showed an "early" oERN after 125--145 ms during cooperation and a "late" oERN (280--320 ms) during competition. Trait empathy was unrelated to any of these components, but state measures of rivalry and competition toward the observed player were associated with a diminished early oERN, while the late oERN was smaller for participants who felt more sympathy and friendship toward the co-player. Having their participants play a competitive card game, Yamada et al. ([@B75]) found larger FRN amplitudes on trials signaling "gain" for the participant and simultaneous "loss" for the confederate player (incongruent condition) relative to trials where both opponents lost (congruent condition), interpreting this as an effect of "counterempathy" or "schadenfreude." Larger FRN differences (incongruent--congruent loss) were related to higher subjective ratings of pleasantness about one's own winnings, but not to trait empathy. Only male participants were investigated, and there is evidence that gender may modulate empathy-related ACC activation (Singer et al., [@B64]) and the neural correlates of action monitoring in competitive situations. In a gambling task, where one player's monetary gain resulted in the opponent's loss, perception of the opponent's negative outcome elicited a small but discernible oFRN (loss--gain) in female, but not in male participants, even if the other individual's loss incurred wins for them (Fukushima and Hiraki, [@B18]). The authors attributed this to a more pronounced tendency of women to feel empathy for their opponents. Overall, the more the participants felt empathic concern about the opponent's outcomes, the less the oFRN diminished. Habitual tendencies to empathize and systemize (i.e., to focus on the analysis of physical objects and systems; Baron-Cohen et al., [@B4]) were also assessed. A higher "empathizing minus systemizing" score was negatively related to the amplitude of the oFRN, but not of the active FRN. The authors concluded that individual differences in empathy-related neural activity are best illustrated as a ratio between empathetic and non-empathetic (systemizing) functions.

Further support for the notion that the oFRN might be modulated by empathic responding specifically characterizing human interactions comes from a later study by Fukushima and Hiraki ([@B19]). Participants performed actively, but also observed the performance of real-life friends or computer players, with the outcomes of the players being unrelated to each other. A significant oFRN was elicited only when humans were observed. Larger oFRN amplitudes were associated with higher dispositional cognitive and affective empathy, while there were no such relationships in the "computer player" condition. During active performance, higher cognitive empathy and smaller FRN amplitudes were marginally significantly correlated. This illustrates that while empathy might positively affect the monitoring of other people's actions, the tendency to habitually focus on other people's emotions might actually disrupt the monitoring of one's own performance. Depending on stimulus-feedback contingencies, this might also apply to observational learning. Kobza et al. ([@B33]) had participants observe virtual others receiving positive or negative feedback for choosing between two symbols. The probability of positive feedback varied for different stimuli. Higher trait affective empathy was associated with poorer performance and higher trait cognitive empathy with smaller oFRN differences (positive--negative feedback) only when contingencies were most difficult to learn and feedback difficult to predict. The authors suggest that highly empathic individuals might tend to focus on the observed person's choice behavior rather than on response feedback contingencies to make sense of unpredictable feedback. Together with cognitive resources being taken up by attending to the emotional consequences for the observed person, this might particularly disrupt the learning of difficult associations. An alternative interpretation was suggested in an fMRI investigation by Newman-Norlund et al. ([@B45]) who reported an association between higher trait empathic concern and weaker ventral ACC activation following error observation. According to the authors, empathic concern may also represent a disposition to regulate negative affect elicited by the observation of other people committing errors that might be relevant for oneself (in this case missed penalty shots of a soccer club one does or does not support). In cases where the observed errors might lack significance for the observer, empathic concern and ventral ACC activity seem to be associated positively (Shane et al., [@B62]).

While in the ERP studies presented earlier, ERN/FRN amplitudes correlated more consistently with state rather than with trait measures of empathy-related affective responding, FRN differences were associated with trait empathy in the two latter studies. Based on the evidence presented so far, it is difficult to decide which factors contributed to the inconsistencies. Note that at least in the Kobza et al. ([@B33]) study, participants actually had to transfer the knowledge they acquired by observation to their own performance assessed in subsequent active test trials. This might have induced highly empathic individuals to try to benefit from the other person's coping with an ambiguous feedback situation to guide their own actions. Other studies focusing on active learning yielded significant correlations of the ERN with trait empathy. Santesso and Segalowitz ([@B56]) reported significant associations between increased risk taking propensity and diminished ERN amplitudes and between higher trait empathy and larger ERN amplitudes in adolescents performing a flanker task. While high risk takers might not care about their errors and/or show diminished ability to learn from negative feedback, highly empathic individuals might be implicitly more concerned about the impact their actions might have on others. As empathy and risk taking were not correlated, they account for separate variance in the ERN. Larson et al. ([@B36]) confirmed the association between larger ERN amplitudes and higher dispositional empathy, controlling for state negative affect. According to these authors, one construct that may explain the relationship between ERN and empathy might be vigilance to one's own performance and to the environment. Alternatively, both empathy and the ERN might be related to caring about positive or negative outcomes of one's own or other people's behavior.

Conclusion
==========

Taken together, the evidence available so far points toward an association between empathy-related affective responding and the ERN/FRN components as electrophysiological correlates of action monitoring. The exact nature of the relationship is subject to modulation depending on state (negative) affect, personality and psychopathology, the type of learning (active or observational), gender, the specific stimulus-feedback contingencies and the interactive context (competitive vs. cooperative, relationship between performer and observer) among other factors. Currently, few studies explicitly assessed self-reported state or trait empathy in association with the ERN/FRN. Although part of the evidence nicely supports the association between ACC, empathy and ERN/FRN, some inconsistencies have to be borne in mind. For instance, while in fMRI studies, it is rather the rostral ACC that has been associated with error monitoring (Van Veen and Carter, [@B68]), mid-ACC (Lamm et al., [@B35]), or anterior insular activity (Gu et al., [@B26]) seems to be more strongly related to empathy. On the other hand, trait empathy was found to relate to ventral ACC activity elicited following error observation, which possibly reflects affective aspects of error processing (Newman-Norlund et al., [@B45]). Future studies should try to more precisely disentangle the nature of the relationship between distinct empathy components and the ERN/FRN.
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